TLS Protocol

- A TLS protocol consists of two stages: authentication and encryption.
  - TLS authentication: proving the domain owner’s identity to a browser
  - TLS encryption: encrypting the transmitted data
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- We design Revocable Delegated Credentials (RDCs) that satisfy the five goals to achieve secure delegation of TLS authentication
  
  - No sharing of the domain owner’s private key
  - Revoking the delegation key without revoking the TLS certificate
  - Retaining control of revoking delegation keys
  - Compliance of RDC with the current standards and infrastructure
  - Retaining benefits of using a CDN
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Question

- How can we distribute the revocation status of RDCs?
  - DNS!

- DNS is an essential component of web communication
  - Not only provide IP addresses, but also provide various types of information for web communication
    - Already support to deliver TLS-level information such as TLSA, SVCB
  - Support security mechanism
    - Integrity: DNSSEC
    - Confidentiality: DoH
Design Overview
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CDN Provider
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3. Issue an RDC with TLS cert
4. Deploys the RDC with TLS cert
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Obtains RDC status
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Properties of RDC

- RDC has a unique identifier, called an “RDC_serial”
Determination of Revocation Status

- The revocation status of an RDC is determined by existence of the subdomain named `<RDC_serial>`
  - Revoked if `<RDC_serial>.<domain name>` exists
  - Valid if `<RDC_serial>.<domain name>` does not exist

**Diagram:**
- **Domain owner**
  - 2. Generates RDC
  - Stores RDC status

- **CDN Provider**
  - 1. Provides CDN pubkey
  - 3. Issues RDC with TLS cert
  - 4. Deploys RDC with TLS cert

- **Authoritative DNS server**
  - [DNSSEC-enabled]

- **Edge servers**
  - 5. TLS authentication using RDC and TLS cert

- **Browser**
  - Obtains RDC status

- **DNS resolver**
  - [DoH-enabled]
Distribution of Revocation Status

- Integrity of the RDC revocation status is guaranteed by DNSSEC.
  - NSEC record, which is a type of DNSSEC record, provides the proof of existence of the domain.
- Confidentiality of the RDC revocation status is guaranteed by DoH.
Verification of Revocation Status

- Browsers obtain the RDC status during the TLS authentication procedure.
  - Verify the DNS response including NSEC record to determine the existence of the subdomain.

- Domain owner provides CDN pubkey.
- CDN provider issues RDC with TLS cert.
- Authoritative DNS server provides RDC status.
- Edge servers verify the certificate chain, RDC, RDC status, and TLS signature.
- Browser obtains RDC status.
- DNS resolver [DoH-enabled].
Implementation and Experimental Setup

- Implementing RDC into the Go tls package and the NSS library
  - The Go tls package for the RDC-supporting HTTPS server
  - The NSS library for the RDC-supporting Firefox Nightly browser
Evaluation

- Only one-time delay (50-130 ms) compared to the vanilla TLS
  - Moderate security but better performance than other TLS encryption solutions that introduce overhead for every communication
Demo for Function Evaluation

TLS with RDC only requires a TLS certificate, an RDC, and the RDC's private key (No TLS certificate's private key is required)
Conclusion

- We introduce **Revocable** Delegated Credential (RDC).
  - Leveraging DNS to store and distribute the revocation status
  - Revoking the delegation key without revoking the TLS certificate
  - Retaining control of revoking delegation keys
  - Compliance with the current standards and infrastructure

- We integrated RDC into Go TLS package and the NSS library
  - Enabling RDC support for both HTTPS servers and browsers
  - Validation of an RDC’s revocation status is only associated with a negligible one-time delay.
  - Code available at [https://github.com/revtls/revtls](https://github.com/revtls/revtls)

- RDC allows moderate security but better performance with full benefits of CDNs
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